SUMMARY

Due to the difficulty of test pattern generation for sequential circuits, several design-for-testability (DFT) approaches have been proposed. An improvement to these current approaches is needed to cater to the requirements of today’s more complicated chips. This paper introduces a new DFT method applicable to high-level description of circuits, which optimally utilizes existing functional elements and paths for test. This technique, called F-scan, effectively reduces the hardware overhead due to test without compromising fault coverage. Test application time is also kept at the minimum. The comparison of F-scan with the performance of gate-level full scan design is shown through the experimental results.
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1. Introduction

As VLSI Design becomes more complicated due to the trends of minimizing chip size and maximizing speed, the importance of testing has increased to ensure the quality of electronic consumer products. A concern is the difficulty of sequential test generation. To reduce the exponential complexity of sequential automatic test pattern generation (ATPG), various design for testability (DFT) approaches have been proposed. Accordingly, the circuit structure and functionality change during test mode to allow easier testing. The most popular approach is scan design, which increases the testability of sequential circuits considerably [1]. Full Scan Design is widely used because it effectively reduces the sequential circuit ATPG problem into a combinational one.

The trade-offs of DFT, as demonstrated by full scan at gate-level, are: 1) very large test hardware overhead and 2) significantly long test application time. These penalties prove DFT, particularly full scan, to be very costly, especially for high-volume, low-cost applications. While the disadvantages of DFT hold true, our proposed DFT technique reduces chip area overhead and test application time as much as possible so that for high-density circuits, such overhead can be negligible. Moreover, we apply DFT to register-transfer level (RTL) circuits wherein the number of primitive elements in the circuit is reduced.

There have been several DFT techniques proposed, both scan and non-scan based. Historically, Gupta et al. [3] introduced an approach to RTL DFT, which is a structured partial scan design that converts only the selected flip-flops into scan flip-flops. However, full-scan-based approaches ensure stronger testability of circuits. Cost-free scan design [2] was first proposed for gate-level circuits to improve the area overhead of full scan design. H-Scan [4], [6] is a full-scan-based technique that utilizes paths between registers, but only through multiplexers. Although it can achieve the same fault coverage as full scan, further area overhead reduction can still be achieved. An improvement is orthogonal scan [5], which uses data path flow as scan path. This method though requires multiple test configurations because it uses hold functions through load enable. Hold function is a logic that causes a register to hold the same value when the function is activated. This is necessary when a functional logic is shared by two scan paths because it allows scanning-in and -out of vectors from these paths one at a time, thus allowing the shared element to be used for testing. Our method does not employ this kind of function (with the exception of handling some state registers) because of the disadvantages of adding extra pins for controlling multiple paths during test and the expected longer test application time because simultaneous scan-in and -out cannot take place. Although we use some sort of initialization to scan-in the state register value first, which is a kind of hold function, we do not use hold whenever a functional operation is shared by candidate F-scan-paths.

The following works improved the previous methods mentioned. Huang et al. [7] proposed the arrangement of registers in scan chains through cost rules to ensure the lowest possible area overhead for the circuit. Though this method tries to exploit available functional logic as much as possible without the use of hold functions, mask function is not considered. A mask function can be applied to operation logic, wherein the value from one input can be passed through the output by masking the other inputs. This function further reduces area overhead, which is a DFT element widely used by our method. D-scan [8], on the other hand, uses thru functions (logic that allow values to pass through hardware modules) with predetermined control signals for the scan paths in the circuit. This work, however, utilizes hold functions to handle multiple paths that share the same thru function.

Techniques that utilize available circuitry for test were also proposed in non-scan DFT techniques [10], [12], [15]. However, these approaches require a test controller and a means to isolate the controller part from the data path part.
thus increasing area overhead. Moreover, these methods are applicable to structural description of circuits, while our method handles functional RTL. Most of the designers are increasingly using functional description of circuits, which makes our proposed technique more relevant. Furthermore, our method deals with the circuit in assignment decision diagrams (ADD), which represent both the controller and data path parts similarly. Thus, the application of both the DFT method and test is consistent for the entire circuit. The use of ADD also allows for easier manipulation of the circuit for DFT.

Our new approach to functional scan, F-scan, improves all of the mentioned previous works in terms of area overhead. F-scan organizes every register in the circuit in an F-scan-path by maximizing the use of available functional logic and paths to be used during scan, hence keeping hardware overhead due to test at the minimum. F-scan approach improves the other previously proposed methods (e.g., H-Scan, non-scan DFT) due to the following characteristics: (a) F-path instead of identity path or I-path. F-scan has the ability to use paths between registers with operations that can be masked, not just paths with multiplexers. (b) F-scan is applied on functional RTL circuits, unlike the others that are done on structural RTL circuits. F-scan has the ability to be applied on the entire circuit uniformly, unlike the different approaches proposed before for data path and controller parts. Moreover, F-scan is a scan approach that can run-under-test using system clock, similar to at-speed testing of non-scan based methods. Furthermore, F-scan prioritizes candidates to create F-scan-paths with the least possible scan time. Single F-scan-paths automatically allow parallel and simultaneous scan (dependent on the bit width), thus test application time is minimized. For further reduction, we also prioritize the use of multiple F-scan-paths, whenever readily available (dependent on the available primary inputs and outputs). The new concepts and methodology to create F-scannable circuits are provided in this paper.

The rest of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, F-scan and other preliminary concepts such as ADD are introduced. We describe the details of F-scan design methodology in Sect. 3. We also explain the procedure for test environment generation in Sect. 4. The experimental results are provided in Sect. 5 and the conclusion in Sect. 6.

2. F-Scan

In order to define functional scan, we first give a brief introduction about assignment decision diagrams and other preliminary concepts.

2.1 ADD and the Nine Symbol Algebra

**Assignment Decision Diagram** or ADD shown in Fig. 1 is a representation developed for high-level synthesis that is complete, efficient, and partially unique. It can be used to describe functional RTL circuits in which the controller and the data path are consistently represented.
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**Fig. 1** The assignment decision diagram.

ADD consists of four types of nodes: a) read nodes and b) write nodes (primary inputs or PI and outputs or PO, registers, or constants), c) operation nodes (arithmetic and logic), and d) assignment decision nodes or ADN (multiplexers) [16].

The concept of functional scan uses the following nine-symbol algebra used by Ghosh [17] for automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) of ADD circuits.

1. $C_g$ (general controllability) of a register means it can be controlled to any arbitrary value.
2. $C_q$ (controllability to a constant) of a register means it is controllable to any fixed constant value. This subsumes $C_0$ (controllability to zero), $C_1$ (controllability to one), and $C_a1$ (controllability to all one).
3. $O$ (observability) of an RTL variable is the ability to observe fault at a variable.
4. $C_s$ (controllability to a state) is similar to $C_q$ but is applied to state registers to control to a particular state.
5. Other symbols are $C_z$ (controllability to the Z value) and $O'$ (complement observability), but these are not used for our study.

In Fig. 2, controllability and observability in functional scan are illustrated with the use of these symbols. In Fig. 2(a), we see that a value can be passed through an operation node as long as the other inputs to the node (side inputs) are constants such as $C_q$, $C_0$, $C_1$, and $C_a1$. Any arbitrary value can also pass through an available ADN by manipulating its control inputs to $C_0$ and $C_1$. Similarly, we can observe through operation nodes and ADNs as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

2.2 Functional Scan

We introduce the new concepts of functional scan by describing the means of justification and propagation in an ADD circuit. In Fig. 2 (a), we see that any arbitrary value can pass through available operation nodes and ADN, given...
by the symbol $Cg$, as long as the other inputs (side inputs) to the nodes are constants. Similarly, we can observe through operation nodes and ADNs as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Given these, we have the following definitions. Refer to Fig. 5 for clarification of variables used in these definitions.

Assume that $p(X, Y)$ is a path from a read node $X$ to a write node $Y$ such that the side inputs of operational nodes and control inputs of ADNs along the path $p$ can be controlled to fixed constants in an ADD circuit $A$.

**Definition 1:** $EV(Y)$ is the essential value set of $Y$ such that it is a set of values that can be essentially assigned to $Y$, which means the set of all values assignable to $Y$ according to the functionality of $A$.

**Definition 2:** $EE(X)$ is the essential error set of $X$ such that it is a set of errors that can be essentially detected from $X$, which means the set of all values detectable from $X$. An error can be detected from the difference between a faulty and a fault-free value.

**Definition 3:** Essential Value Justification ($EVJ$) for $p(X, Y)$. Any value in $EV(Y)$ can be justified at $Y$ by $p(X, Y)$ provided that any value in $EV(X)$ is justified at $X$.

**Definition 4:** Essential Error Propagation ($EEP$) for $p(X, Y)$. Any error in $EE(X)$ can be propagated to $Y$ by $p(X, Y)$.

Figure 3 illustrates how available functional logic is exploited for testing. Each register node can be both essentially justifiable and essentially propagable by controlling the side inputs along the involved path to $Cq/C0/C1/Ca1$. This means that for operation nodes in path $p$, since we know the constant value of the other input(s), we can compute for the value of the input ($X$) such that any arbitrary value within $EV(Y)$ can be passed to $Y$ to make it essentially justifiable. On the other hand, in order for an error in $EE(X)$ to essentially propagate through an operation node in path $p$, the difference between faulty and fault-free values should be detectable from $X$ through $Y$. For ADNs in path $p$, any value/error can be retrieved from the ADN by controlling which input of the ADN connected to an essentially justifiable/propagable read node will pass its value/error to the essentially justifiable/propagable write node.

**Definition 5:** Functional scan (abbrev. F-scan) is satisfied when all registers are made essentially justifiable and essentially propagable to be used for F-scan function. F-scan is a concept that uses available functional elements and paths to create scan chains for testing.

The value ranges are obtained from the description of the ADD circuit and the error set depends on the fault model. This means that the ADD circuit may be augmented differently for various fault models for F-scan to be satisfied. To handle all errors, complete error propagation may be used instead. Similarly, if it is difficult to augment the circuit in order to obtain $EVJ$, complete value justification will be considered.

**Definition 6:** Complete Value Justification ($CVJ$) for $p(X, Y)$. Any value can be justified at $Y$ by $p(X, Y)$ provided that any value is justified at $X$.

**Definition 7:** Complete Error Propagation ($CEP$) for $p(X, Y)$. Any error at $X$ can be propagated to $Y$ by $p(X, Y)$.

Both CVJ and CEP are strong conditions that are equivalent to justification and propagation conditions in full scan design.

**2.3 F-Paths and F-Scan-Paths**

The difference between gate-level full scan and F-scan is the method of building scan paths. Gate-level full scan arranges all flip-flops in single or multiple chains to shift test vectors while F-scan includes all registers in one or more scan chains called F-scan-paths, wherein the least possible scan time is achieved. While full scan augments multiplexers to connect flip-flops, F-scan exploits available functional elements and paths. F-scan-paths also allow scan-in and -out test vectors simultaneously, thus, similar to full scan, only one test pin is needed to activate scan to handle all registers. Another test pin will be needed to handle the state register, which is further discussed in Sect. 3.

We defined **F-path** in [19], which represents the topology of a path in an ADD circuit from a read node to a write node as shown in Fig. 4. Between the read node (PI or register), $v_1$, and the write node (PO or register), $v_p$, there may be operation nodes ($v_2$ to $v_{p-1}$) and ADN where value or error can pass through the path. Side inputs along the path should be made constant ($k_1$ to $k_p$).

Considering the path $p(X, Y)$ in the previous subsection and by referring to Fig. 5, we have the following definitions.

**Definition 8:** $p(X, Y)$ is an **Essential F-path** if:
• Case 1. X and Y are both registers: \( p(X, Y) \) satisfies both essential value justification and essential error propagation for \( p(X, Y) \).
• Case 2. X is PI: \( p(X, Y) \) satisfies essential value justification for \( p(X, Y) \).
• Case 3. Y is PO: \( p(X, Y) \) satisfies essential error propagation for \( p(X, Y) \).

Definition 9: \( p(X, Y) \) is a Complete F-path if \( p(X, Y) \) satisfies both complete value justification and complete error propagation for \( p(X, Y) \).

Definition 10: Single F-scan-path A concatenation of F-paths wherein the head is a PI and the tail is a PO. There are two special cases of F-scan-path.

1. Essential F-scan path. A concatenation of all essential F-paths.
2. Complete F-scan path. A concatenation of all complete F-paths.

Definition 11: Multiple F-scan-path is a set of mutually compatible (disjoint) F-scan-paths.

Definition 12: An ADD circuit is said to be an F-scannable circuit if every register in the circuit is included in an F-scan-path, wherein it appears once and only once.

3. DFT Selection Method

We introduce a new functional RTL scan approach called F-Scan design, which makes any ADD circuit F-scannable. The preliminary concepts and the DFT algorithm are presented in this section.

3.1 Problem Formulation

In order to test an ADD circuit, we control and observe all read and write nodes by organizing all registers in F-scan-paths. Whenever there is no direct connection from a read node to a write node, the functional logic and path in between can be utilized by augmenting DFT elements that will allow these functional elements to be used for scan. A direct connection may also be augmented.

Definition 13: The DFT for F-scannable ADD circuits is formalized as the following optimization problem.

- **Input:** an ADD circuit
- **Output:** an F-scannable ADD circuit such that there are \( m \) F-scan-paths defined as

\[
m = \min\{n_i, n_o\}
\]

where \( n_i \) is the number of PIs and \( n_o \) is the number of POs. We can also solve the scan-length using \( m \). Given the number of register nodes, \( k \), we have:

\[
\text{scan-length} = \left\lceil \frac{k}{m} \right\rceil.
\]

Shown in Fig. 7 is an illustration of an ADD circuit with more POs than PIs. We choose \( m \), which is the number of F-scan-paths \( F_1, \ldots, F_m \), to be the minimum between the number of PIs (excluding reset and clock pins) and POs.

**Optimization:** Minimize area overhead (i.e., hardware of augmented DFT elements)

After determining the fixed number of F-scan-paths, we organize the registers to fit the computed scan-length per F-scan-path. There will be cases wherein the connection of registers in the circuit cannot satisfy the creation of F-scan-paths with length \( k/m \). This means that other F-scan-paths may be longer. Since scan time is a condition, even if a longer F-scan-path can potentially reduce area overhead further, F-scan-path slicing is still considered.

To assure that the least scan time is achieved without adding extra PI and PO as much as possible, we consider the condition of having \( m \) F-scan-paths. However, there may be situations when the bit widths of the registers in the circuit do not match the bit widths of the available PIs and POs. For different cases, we do the following:

1. If a circuit has no PI and/or PO for data transfer and the registers have the same bit width, we augment PI or PO with bit width equal to that of the registers in the ADD circuit. If the registers do not have the same bit width, we determine which bit width is common to most number of registers and consider that for the bit width of PI and PO to be augmented. If there are other registers with higher bit width to that, we slice those registers.
2. If a circuit has a one-bit PI and PO, we do not augment any PI or PO even if the registers in the circuit have higher bit widths. In this case, one test cycle of F-scan will be equivalent to that of full scan design, but the available functional elements and paths will be utilized.

3. If a circuit has a one-bit PI (resp. PO) and PO (resp. PI) with higher bit width, and the registers in the circuit have bit widths equal or less than that of the PO (resp. PI), we augment PI (resp. PO) such that the bit width will be equal to that of the register with the highest bitwidth. If there are registers with higher bit width compared with the PO (resp. PI), then these registers will be sliced.

4. If the bit widths of the PI and PO in the circuit do not match, we choose the bit width of the F-scan-path according to the bit width that is common to most of the registers in the circuit. We then augment PI or PO or both to handle the F-scan-path during scan. For registers that have higher bit widths, slicing is done. For registers that have lower bit widths, we combine them to produce a group of registers with the same bit width as that of the F-scan-path.

Slicing is done by dividing a register according to the desired bitwidth and then, by connecting them in parallel through multiplexers. For example, if there is a 16-bit register to be sliced to two, the first eight bits will be connected to the other eight bits of the same register in parallel such that it will take two clock cycles to scan-in/out test vectors to the whole register. On the other hand, combining is done by scheduling the registers along the F-scan-path at the same time frame. This scheduling is explained more by the test environment, which will be discussed in the next section.

There is also a possible impact of the proposed DFT on logic synthesis. F-scan may introduce extra data flow at the ADD level. Some operations in the circuit may be involved in the extra data flow, which may prevent sharing of one operational module (at structural RTL) with other several operations (at functional RTL). If this happens, the resulting gate-level circuit may be large because the reduction of area during synthesis is not maximized. This is evaluated through our experiments.

3.2 Overview of the DFT Algorithm

The DFT algorithm consists of the following stages.

- **Stage 1.** Create a weighted connectivity graph (WCG) based on the information given by the ADD circuit. Here, all possible F-paths between each read/write node are exhaustively determined.

- **Stage 2.** Construct the F-scan-paths to make the circuit F-scannable.

   Considering the number of possibilities, determining the F-scan-paths that are disjoint for an ADD circuit is regarded as an NP-hard problem. Thus, we employ a heuristic algorithm to simplify it. The details are described in the next subsection.

3.3 DFT Algorithm Specifics

3.3.1 Handling State Registers

The state register is not readily accessible from PIs and POs and usually has a different bit width with the other registers, hence it cannot be readily included in the F-scan-paths. We augment the circuit to handle the state register as shown in Fig. 8. The bold lines indicate the added connection from PI to state registers and from state registers to PO. To test the state registers, we first initialize by scanning-in test vectors to the state register. Then, we hold the test control inputs in scan mode for the entire circuit, while the state value is being held. When normal mode is done, new state value is scanned out during initialize, then we hold this value again to scan out the register values. Simultaneously, scan-in can occur while scanning-out. However, if there is a PI/PO pair available in the circuit that is not used by any F-scan-path or if there is an available F-scan-path that can include the state register, there is no need for the hold function.

3.3.2 New ADD Elements for Masking

Since there is no available ADD node that describes the mask function to keep an input to an operation node constant during scan, we have proposed the following new ADD elements in [19]. These elements are used as DFT elements for F-scan. Figure 9 illustrates the new ADD elements and their corresponding gate-level representation, which are saved in the library.

**Definition 14:** **C0 mask.** This mask is used for addition and subtraction operation nodes when the side input is not readily a constant. When the scan pin is set to 0, the output of this element is equal to the normal value of the line. If the scan pin is set to 1, the output of this element is 0.

**Definition 15:** **C1 mask.** This is used for multiplication and division operation nodes for them to pass any value from
one input to the output without any changes. The output of this node is equal to the normal value of the line when the scan pin is set to 0. If it is set to 1, the output of this element is 1.

**Definition 16:** *Ca1 mask.* This is an alternative to *C1* masking applicable to multiplication and division operation nodes as well. When the scan pin is set to 0, normal value of the line applies. If it is set to 1, all bits become 1.

**Definition 17:** *Cq′* masking for modulo. Since this constant is specific for modulo masking, we indicate it as *Cq′*. Being the highest 2^n value within the range of the line, bitwise, the highest bit is 1 while the rest are zeros. This value (10...0) is the output of this node if the scan pin is set to 1. If it is set to 0, normal values of the line apply. This type of mask limits the range of a line, which is why using it is subject to the requirements of the essential ranges.

### 3.3.3 Weighted Connectivity Graph

The *weighted connectivity graph* (WGC) represents the topology of an ADD circuit, which includes the read/write nodes and the cost information derived from F-path candidates. The cost rules are defined in [19], which depend on the amount of circuitry to be augmented to realize the F-path.

Determining all possible paths from a read node to a write node is a problem that grows exponentially with the circuit size. Thus, essential F-path candidates for each read-write node pair are limited to a number of possible paths in the circuit, which is chosen by the designer depending on the size of the circuit. If incompatibilities exist for all the current F-path candidates, another path is determined and the cost is compared with the full scan cost. The path with the least cost is to be chosen. Another candidate is a complete F-path, of which the cost is similar to full scan. This is chosen only when no available essential F-path is compatible to be used in the F-scan-path or if there is no essential F-path obtained at all.

In Fig. 10, there are two candidate essential F-paths involving the read node *B*. The weights are indicated for each essential F-path. From *A* to *B*, for example, the cost 1 corresponds to the gate needed to augment the control input to activate this path during scan. Such information can be represented in WCG, where all paths merely indicate connectivity and weights.

### 3.3.4 Local Optimum Heuristic Approach

This ensures that in every local location (i.e., read-write node pairs in one scan time frame) the least area overhead due to test possible is achieved by choosing the candidate essential (or for the worst case, complete) F-paths that has the least cost. In the following, we only use the term F-path, which can be *either essential or complete*, depending on which has the least cost and is usable to create the F-scan-path.

1. **PI/PO Priority.** Once the number of F-scan-paths is determined, the primary inputs having F-paths to write nodes (registers) with the least cost are chosen. These F-paths are automatically the first in the F-scan-paths. Once chosen, backtrack is not applicable to change these F-paths (locked). Similarly, the F-paths with the least cost that connect read nodes (register) to primary outputs are chosen and locked in the F-scan-paths.

2. **Controllability.** Starting from the first F-path in each of the F-scan-paths, the next F-path is chosen from the rest of the unconnected F-path candidates such that it is the least cost. The process continues until the registers are arranged in F-scan-paths to guarantee *EVJ* that includes all registers. If in the process incompatibility is detected, backtrack is done until all F-scan-paths are mutually compatible.

3. **Slicing.** When the registers are arranged for control, it may occur such that one or more F-scan-paths are longer than the others. Since the length of the F-scan-paths is determined, we slice the long F-scan-paths and move the register or set of registers to shorter F-scan-paths to balance the lengths of all F-scan-paths.
4. **Observability.** To make all F-paths EEP, we finally connect all F-scan-paths to the F-paths connected to POs. We choose the connection such that it is the cheapest one.

4. **Test Environment Generation Procedure**

The testability of the circuit-under-test (CUT) is guaranteed if at least both essential value justification and essential error propagation are satisfied for all registers. After applying F-Scan DFT for the circuit, all the registers are guaranteed to be essentially justifiable and propagable. The test environment of the CUT therefore consists of the scheduled signal assignment values and scheduled output response needed to perform a complete F-scan cycle. It involves the F-scan-in phase, test phase, and F-scan-out phase, wherein F-scan-in and -out are overlapped.

**Test patterns,** on the other hand, are generated through an available ATPG tool after synthesizing the circuit to gate-level. The test sequence is then derived by embedding the test patterns to the test environment. This includes the input test vectors and the test response. We use the generated test sequence to test the F-scannable ADD circuit. This means that though the application of test sequence is done at ADD level, the generation of patterns is done at the gate-level. This means that the fault coverage obtained after applying ATPG on the gate-level combinational circuit is not real. This is because the circuit may change from ADD level to gate-level. Thus, in the case where the synthesized circuit is different from the ADD-level circuit, fault simulation has to be performed in order to determine the true fault coverage of the test patterns.

**F-scan-in Phase.** To do F-scan-in, all read nodes used for data transfer in the F-scan-paths must contain their respective test patterns in order to justify these patterns to the write nodes. The necessary read nodes that will activate the F-scan-paths should also be controlled to their activating values. The F-scan-in environment therefore includes the schedule of signal assignments that completes the F-scan-in phase. This schedule depends on the order of the registers in the F-scan-paths. Direct value assignments are scheduled according to which F-scan-paths are to be activated, e.g. 1 or 0 for scan/hold pin and initialize pin. One cycle in this phase ends when all registers satisfy essential value justification.

**Test Phase.** The test phase happens by setting the circuit to normal mode where all read nodes (registers) are used as input-registers and the same registers (also write nodes) are used as output-registers for testing the circuit. Here, the test-mode environment includes the PI values (if needed), the output response, and the scan/hold_INITIALIZATION pins assignment that will turn the circuit to normal mode, i.e. zero value.

**F-scan-out Phase.** To complete the test environment, F-scan-out is done. F-scan-in phase and F-scan-out-phase are overlapped, i.e. pipelined, after the first scan-in cycle. Thus, the signals that activate F-scan-in also enable F-scan-out at the same time. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 (d).

In F-scan-out phase, the values (and errors) in all registers are scanned-out. In order to check all the register values obtained after test phase, the test response, which is the output pattern of the circuit after test, is compared with the generated expected response.

Since the F-paths are not necessarily I-paths (or complete F-paths), the exact value of the generated test patterns may not be justified to the registers during F-scan-in. Also, the test response may not be the same with the expected response. Thus, adjustments to the test sequence may be done. However, for simplicity, we did not adjust the patterns in the test sequence for our experiments and the results show that such difference is negligible.

Also, the F-scan-paths may be tested separately to ensure that the scan operation is without faults. This can be done by simply testing the CUT without going into normal mode.

---

**Fig. 11** Sample case to show the test process.
4.1 An Example

A sample case to generate the test environment and test sequence is shown in Fig. 11. The original circuit, E (without augmentation), is shown in Fig. 11 (a). The state register and the control values to the ADNs are not shown, and so these are not included in the examples test environment. Figure 11 (b) shows the F-scannable circuit E. The F-paths are indicated with thicker lines and the mask is presented as a C0 element. The test environment is given by Fig. 11 (c), wherein it shows that a complete F-scan cycle for this circuit is equal to five clock cycles, r0 to r4. Fig. 11 (d) gives the test environment and the resulting test sequence given the test patterns TP1 and TP2 and test responses TR1 and TR2. Shown in the test sequence, the first F-scan-in occupies r0 and r1. Test phase happens in r2. From r3 to r4, F-scan-in and F-scan-out are overlapped. The same goes on until all the test patterns generated by ATPG are embedded to complete the test sequence.

5. Experimental Results

We applied the proposed method to 20 ITC’99 Benchmark Circuits. No experiments are done on b16 and b19 because the ADD representation of these circuits cannot be produced. In [18], we have shown that our method is superior to other scan-based techniques, such as orthogonal scan, without the consideration of the controller part. Thus, for our experiments, we did not compare with other scan-based techniques because such methods have different approaches for the controller and data path parts. We only compare with full scan because this technique, similar with F-scan, can be applied uniformly to the entire functional RTL circuit.

Table 1 presents the area overhead comparison of F-scan against gate-level full scan. For each benchmark, the synthesis was done using DesignCompiler of Synopsys. Column 1 contains the benchmark circuit names. Columns 2 and 3 show the number of flip-flops and the number of PIs and POs for each benchmark, respectively. Column 4 corresponds to the original area of the circuit. Columns 5 and 6 present the number of augmented pins and the resulting area overhead of gate-level full scan design, respectively. Similarly, such results for F-Scan are given in Columns 7 and 8. From these results, we can observe that for all benchmark circuits, F-scan has significantly lesser area overhead compared with gate-level full scan. For smaller circuits like b01 and b02, the area overhead of F-scan can be equal to that of full scan, but not greater. Moreover, for the biggest benchmark b18, the area overhead of full scan is 15.16% of the size of the circuit while for F-scan, the overhead is only 2.69%. This means that our proposed method is most effective for high-density circuits. Also, our results show that situations when there’s an increased area overhead due to additional data flow caused by F-scan do not occur.

Next, we present the ATPG results of F-scan and gate-level full scan in Table 2. Here, we show the fault coverage, test application time, and CPU time (ATPG) for both cases. For all benchmarks, we generated the test patterns using TetraMax of Synopsys using combinational ATPG on synthesized circuits. Moreover, for F-scan, we performed fault simulation in order to obtain the true fault coverage of the test patterns applied on the ADD-level. This is because the synthesized gate-level circuit, where ATPG is done, may be different from the ADD circuit, where the test is applied.

In Table 2, the first column contains the ITC’99 Benchmark Circuits. Columns 2 and 6 show the ATPG fault efficiency and fault coverage for full scan and F-scan, respectively. Column 7 provides the real fault coverage for F-scan. Columns 4 and 5 show the number of test patterns, test application time, and ATPG CPU time (in seconds) for full scan, respectively. The same information for F-scan are given in Columns 8, 9, and 10. Column 9 gives the F-scan length, which is the number of clock cycles per complete scan. The test application time of F-scan is based on this and the number of test patterns. Column 12 shows the CPU time for fault simulation. From these results, we can observe that F-scan is able to achieve high fault efficiency and fault coverage for all of the benchmark circuits. We can also observe from the results of fault simulation that the test patterns produced by doing ATPG on synthesized F-scannable circuit achieve high fault coverage even when applied at the ADD-level circuit. For most circuits, F-scan has better fault coverage compared to full scan. This is because upon augmentation using F-scan, the structure of the F-scannable circuit becomes different from the original circuit used for full scan. The additional circuitry improves the accessibility of most parts of the circuit, thus some faults that are not detectable by full scan are made detectable by F-scan. Furthermore, the increase in the number of faults of F-scannable circuits is due to the augmented cir-
All faults in the augmented part are made detectable in F-scan as confirmed in the experiments, thus increasing the fault coverage of F-scan compared to that of full scan. On the other hand, even if the fault efficiency achieved by ATPG is 100% for F-scan, this cannot be always achieved after fault simulation by the current ATPG approach and further improvements in the future are necessary. There is a need for a new ATPG method that guarantees 100% fault efficiency.

Test application time is also significantly reduced for F-scan. We assumed only one scan chain for full scan for simplicity. It is possible to create multiple scan chains for full scan and in that case the test application time will be comparable to F-scan’s.

6. Conclusion

A new approach to functional RTL scan called F-scan has been presented in this paper. It maximally utilizes available functional elements and paths in the circuit to insert scan paths for testing. The proposed method reduces area overhead due to test compared to full scan design, as shown by the experimental results. Test application time is also superior against full scan.
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